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In the heart of Pittsburgh awaits a secret half a millennium in the making.
After her father's murder, Franki discovers she is the secret legacy of the Medici. And she's targeted
for assassination. Unprepared to battle an unknown enemy, she finds her safety depends on the
Medici Protectorate, the warriors who guarded her bloodline for centuries.
Gianni, Franki's protector, takes their first meeting in his business persona--that of the Vice
President of Mergers and Acquisitions for a multinational conglomerate. His motive was to garner
her trust, but he blows it. His troubles don't stop there. As he assumes his new role in the secret
Brotherhood, he also undergoes inexplicable, explosive changes... transformations he can't control.
Their worlds collide in passion and violence, and Franki struggles to trust Gianni. When her life is
on the line, Gianni will have to conquer both her fears and his own demons to rescue her in time.

Praise for Bleeding Heart
“Sexy and sophisticated. Staci Troilo’s Bleeding Heart begins the Medici Protectorate series with an
intriguing blend of contemporary romance complicated by ancient allegiances. An engrossing read.”
—Sorchia Dubois, author of Just Like Gravity
“A sophisticated thriller with secrets long kept, families guarded against unknown danger, and a
cast of characters you’ll never forget. Dan Brown move over. Staci Troilo is on her way. It’s time for
the women to play tough in this twisting tale of deceit and treachery.”
—Velda Brotherton, author of The Tell-Tale Stone

